We present a detailed discussion of a general theory of phase-space distributions, introduced recently by the authors J. Phys. A 31, L9 1998 . This theory provides a uni ed phase-space formulation of quantum mechanics for physical systems possessing Lie-group symmetries. The concept of generalized coherent states and the method of harmonic analysis are used to construct explicitly a family of phase-space functions which are postulated to satisfy the Stratonovich-Weyl correspondence with a generalized traciality condition. The symbol calculus for the phase-space functions is given by means of the generalized twisted product. The phase-space formalism is used to study the problem of the reconstruction of quantum states. In particular, we consider the reconstruction method based on measurements of displaced projectors, which comprises a number of recently proposed quantum-optical schemes and is also related to the standard methods of signal processing. A general group-theoretic description of this method is developed using the technique of harmonic expansions on the phase space.
I. INTRODUCTION
The phase-space formulation of quantum mechanics has a long history. In 1932 Wigner ? introduced his famous function which has found numerous applications in many areas of physics and electronics. In 1949 Moyal ? discovered that the Weyl correspondence rule ? can be inverted by the Wigner transform from an operator on the Hilbert space to a function on the phase space. As a result, the quantum expectation value of an operator can be represented by the statistical-like a verage of the corresponding phase-space function with the statistical density given by the Wigner function associated with the density matrix of the quantum state. In this way quantum mechanics can be formally represented as a statistical theory on classical phase space. It should be emphasized that this phase-space formalism does not replace quantum mechanics by a classical or semiclassical theory. In fact, the phase-space formulation of quantum mechanics also known as the Moyal quantization is in principle equivalent t o c o n ventional formulations due to Heisenberg, Schr odinger, and Feynman. However, the formal resemblance of quantum mechanics in the Moyal formulation to classical statistical mechanics can yield deeper understanding of di erences between the quantum and classical theories. Extensive lists of the literature on this subject can be found in reviews and books ?,?,?,?,?,? .
The ideas of Moyal were further developed in the late sixties in the works of Cahill and Glauber ? and Agarwal and Wolf ? . As mentioned, the Wigner function is related to the Weyl symmetric ordering of the position and momentum operators q and p or, equivalently, of the bosonic annihilation and creation operators a and a y . However, there exist other possibilities of ordering. In particular, it was shown ? that the Glauber-Sudarshan P function ?,? is associated with the normal ordering and the Husimi Q function ? with the antinormal ordering of a and a y . Moreover, a whole family of sparameterized functions can be de ned on the complex plane which is equivalent to the q-p at phase space. The index s is related to the corresponding ordering procedure of a and a y ; the values +1, 0, and ,1 o f s correspond to the P, W, and Q functions, respectively. These phasespace functions are referred to as quasiprobability distributions QPDs, as they play in the Moyal formulation of quantum mechanics a role similar to that of genuine probability distributions in classical statistical mechanics. Various QPDs has been extensively used in many quantum-optical applications ?,? . Most recently, there is great interest in the s-parameterized distributions because of their role in modern schemes for measuring the quantum state of the radiation eld ? .
The mathematical framework and the conceptual background of the Moyal quantization have been essentially enlarged and generalized in two important papers by Bayen et al. ? . Speci cally, i t w as shown that noncommutative deformations of the algebra of classical phasespace functions de ned by the ordinary multiplication give rise to operator algebras of quantum mechanics. This fact means that introducing noncommutative symbol calculus based on the so-called twisted product also known as the star or Moyal product, one obtains a completely autonomous reformulation of quantum mechanics in terms of phase-space functions instead of Hilbert-space states and operators. This program of quantization by deformation" has been developed in a numb e r o f w orks ?,?,?,?,? .
For a long time applications of the Moyal formulation were restricted to description of systems like a spinless non-relativistic quantum particle or a mode of the quantized radiation eld modeled by a quantum harmonic oscillator, i.e., to the case of the at phase space. There-fore, an important problem is the generalization of the standard Moyal quantization for quantum systems possessing an intrinsic group of symmetries, with the phase space being a homogeneous manifold on which the group of transformations acts transitively ?, ? . It has been recently understood that this problem can be solved using the Stratonovich-Weyl SW correspondence. The idea of the SW correspondence is that the linear bijective mapping between operators on the Hilbert space and functions on the phase space can be implemented by a kernel which satis es a numberofphysically sensible postulates, with covariance and traciality being the two most important ones. This idea rst appeared in a paper by Stratonovich ? in 1956, but it was almost forgotten for decades. The SW correspondence, that has been restated some years ago by Gracia-Bond a and V arilly ?,? , has given a new impulse to the phase-space formulation of quantum theory. The SW method of the Moyal quantization has been applied to a number of important situations: a nonrelativistic free particle with spin, using the extended Galilei group ? ; a relativistic free particle with spin, using the Poincar e group ? ; the spin, using the SU2 group ? ; compact semisimple Lie groups ? ; one-and two-dimensional kinematical groups ?,?,?,? ; the two-dimensional Euclidean group ?,? ; systems of identical quantum particles ? . For a review of basic results see Ref. ? .
Notwithstanding the success of the SW method in the Moyal quantization of many important p h ysical systems, the theory su ered from a serious problem. Speci cally, it was the absence of a simple and e ective method for the construction of the SW kernel which should implement the mapping between Hilbert-space operators and phase-space functions. The construction procedures for the SW kernels, considered during the last decade see, e.g., Ref. ? , did not guarantee that the kernel will satisfy all the SW postulates. Only very recently a general algorithm for constructing the SW kernel for quantum systems possessing Lie-group symmetries was proposed ? . It has been shown that the constructed kernel explicitly satis es all the desired properties the SW postulates and that in the particular cases of the HeisenbergWeyl group and SU2 our general expression reduces to the known results.
In the present paper we essentially extend the results of Ref. ? and present a self-consistent theory of the SW method for the phase-space formulation of quantum mechanics. This theory makes use of the concept of generalized coherent states and of some basic ideas of harmonic analysis. Like the Cahill-Glauber formalism for the Heisenberg-Weyl group, we construct the sparameterized family of functions on the phase space of a quantum system whose dynamical symmetry group is an arbitrary nite-dimensional Lie group. Accordingly, we i n troduce s-generalized versions of the traciality condition and the twisted product. The developed phasespace formulation is used for a general group-theoretic description of the quantum state reconstruction method.
This description can be useful not only for measurements of quantum states but also in the eld of signal processing.
II. BASICS OF MOYAL QUANTIZATION
A. Generalized coherent states and the de nition of quantum phase space Given a speci c physical system, the rst thing one needs to do for the Moyal quantization i.e., for constructing phase-space functions is to determine what is the related phase space. This can often be done by analogy with the corresponding classical problem, thereby providing a direct route for the quantum-classical correspondence. From the technical point of view, the phase space can be conveniently determined using the concept of coherent states ? . The coherent-state approach is not just a convenient mathematical tool, but it also helps to understand how p h ysical properties of the system are reected by the geometrical structure of the related phase space. It is possible to say that the concept of coherent states constitutes a bridge between the Moyal phasespace quantization and the Berezin geometric quantization ? .
Let G be a Lie group connected and simply connected, with nite dimension n, which is the dynamical symmetry group of a given quantum system. Let where d is the invariant i n tegration measure on X, the integration is over the whole manifold X, and I is the identity operator on H. The natural action of G on X will be denoted by g . 3.2 This kernel automatically satis es the covariance condition ??, but the problem is that the traciality is not guaranteed. Of course, in the described procedure the form of the kernel depends on the Ansatz and often no kernel satisfying the traciality condition is found.
We propose here a simple and general algorithm for constructing the SW kernels the whole s-parameterized family which explicitly satisfy all the SW postulates, including both the covariance and the traciality. Our method makes use of Perelomov's concept of coherent states and of only some basic ideas from harmonic analysis. Hopefully, the simplicity and generality of our method will draw more attention to the ideas of the phase-space quantization.
A. Necessary instruments: harmonic functions, invariant coe cients, and tensor operators B. Explicit form of the kernel Using the above preliminary results, we are able to nd the SW kernel ; s with all the desired properties. 
V. EXAMPLES
The general formalism presented above can be understood much better by illustrating it with a number of simple examples. We will consider two simple physical systems: a nonrelativistic spinless quantum particle and spin, whose dynamical symmetry groups are the Heisenberg-Weyl group H 3 and SU2, respectively. It should be emphasized that the SW kernels for these basic systems have been known for a long time ? , so the novelty here is not the result itself but the method of derivation. Our aim is to demonstrate how the general algorithm works by applying it to a number of relatively simple and well-known problems. We will show that by identifying harmonic functions, invariant coe cients, and tensor operators for a given system, one can readily derive the explicit form of the SW kernel.
A. The Heisenberg-Weyl group First, we consider the Heisenberg-Weyl group H 3 which is the dynamical symmetry group for a spinless quantum particle and for a mode of the quantized radiation Taking into account that the Fourier transform of a Gaussian function is once again a Gaussian, it is not di cult to obtain = exp,jj 2 : 5.7
Then we deduce that the tensor operator ? have shown that the spin coherent-state approach is equivalent to the formalism based on the SW correspondence.
The simple Lie algebra of SU2 is spanned by the basis fJ x ; J y ; J z g, J p ; J r = i prt J t :
The unitary irreducible representations are labeled by the index j j = 0; 1=2; 1; : : : , and the Hilbert space H j is spanned by the orthonormal basis jj; i = j; j , 1; : : : ; ,j. Group elements can be parameterized using the Euler angles ; ; : g = g ; ; = e i Jz e i Jy e i Jz :
5.12
The phase space is the unit sphere S 2 = SU2=U1, and each coherent state is characterized by the unit vector n = sin cos ; sin sin ; cos : 5.13 Speci cally, the coherent states j i j j; ni are given by the action of the group element g = g; = e ,i Jz e ,iJy 5.14 on the highest-weight state jj; ji: jj; ni = jj; ; i = g; jj; ji hj; j; l;0jj; ji 2 Y lm nY lm n 0 : 5.25 Comparing this result with the general formula ??, we readily nd that the invariant coe cients are given by l = hj; j; l;0jj; ji 2 = 2j + 1 2j! 2 2j + l + 1!2j , l! : 5.26 Note that l = 0 for l 2j. The invariance of l is ensured by the fact that they are independent o f m. 
VI. RECONSTRUCTION OF QUANTUM STATES A. Basic systems and methods
A great amount o f w ork has been devoted in the last few years to the problem of determining the quantum state from information obtained by a set of measurements performed on an ensemble of identically prepared systems. The task is to reconstruct the density matrix which, according to the principles of quantum physics, contains all available information about the state of a system. Of course, the question arises which set of measurements provides information su cient for the state reconstruction. This question rst appeared in early works by F ano ? and Pauli ? and was discussed in a number of papers ?,?,?,?,?,? .
Recently, signi cant theoretical and experimental progress has been achieved in the reconstruction of quantum states of the light eld see, e.g., a recentbook ? . One of the most successful reconstruction methods in this context is the optical homodyne tomography. A tomographic approach t o the Wigner function was discussed by Bertrand and Bertrand ? and a quantum-optical scheme was proposed by V ogel and Risken ? . The reconstruction of quantum states of the light eld by means of homodyne tomography w as realized in a series of intriguing experiments ?,? . Various methods for data analysis in optical homodyne tomography measurements were recently discussed ?,?,?,?,? . The tomographic schemes were also generalized for the reconstruction of the joint density matrix for two-and multi-mode optical elds ?,?,?,?,? . Among other approaches to the reconstruction of quantum states of light w e w ould like to mention the symplectic tomography ? and the photon counting methods ?,?,? also known as the photon number tomography ? .
In the case of a single-mode microwave eld inside a high-Q cavity, a direct measurement on the system itself is impossible. Instead, one can probe the state of the intra-cavity eld via the detection of atoms after their interaction with the eld mode ?,?,? . Similar ideas were also applied to the reconstruction of the quantum mo- 
B. Displaced projectors
It turns out that the majority of schemes used for the reconstruction of quantum states are related to the phase-space formalism. Frequently, the Q function, the Wigner function, or other phase-space QPDs representing the density matrix of the system can be either measured directly or deduced in some way from measured data. In particular, in many proposed and realized schemes the measured quantity is the expectation value We will distinguish here between two possibilities. If U = T is the phase-space displacement operator which represents an element o f X = G=H, with G being the dynamical symmetry group of given quantum system, we will call the observable , u = , u the properly transformed projector or the displaced projector. Otherwise , u will be called the improperly transformed projector.
In order to illustrate these de nitions, let us consider a quantum harmonic oscillator which is the model system for a single mode of the quantized radiation eld, a laser-cooled ion moving in a harmonic trap, or a harmonic vibrational mode of a diatomic molecule. The corresponding symmetry group is the Heisenberg-Weyl group H 3 , and the phase space is the complex plane C = and measuring the probability of nding it in the Fock state jni, one obtains the operational phase-space probability distribution, p n = hnj jni = T r , n :
6.5
The displaced projector , n = D jnihnjD y 6.6
is obtained for jui = jni being the Fock state. In particular, measuring the probability to nd the displaced oscillator in the ground state j0i, one obtains the Husimi function Q = h j j i. These methods for determining the Husimi function and the Wigner function and thus reconstructing the quantum state of the system were rst discussed by Royer ? in 1985. Recently, such a scheme for measuring the Q function was proposed in the context of trapped ions ? . Another method for the reconstruction of the motional state of a trapped ion, proposed and experimentally realized by the NIST group ? , employs the interaction between the vibrational mode of the ion and its internal electronic levels. The initial motional state is displaced in the phase space, as in Eq. ??, and then the interaction with the two-level internal subsystem is induced for a time t. The population P t; of the lower internal state j i is measured for di erent v alues of displacement amplitude and time t this measurement can be made with great accuracy by monitoring the uorescence produced in driving a resonant dipole transition.
If j i is the internal state at t = 0, the signal averaged over many measurements is
p n cos2 n;n+1 te , nt ; 6.9 where n;n+1 are the Rabi frequencies and n are the experimentally determined decay constants. This relation allows to determine the populations p n of the displaced motional eigenstates. As one can see from
Eq. ??, the functions p n in their turn can be used to calculate the QPDs P ; s e.g., the Wigner function.
Alternatively, the density matrix in the Fock representation can be deduced directly from p n . In the optical domain, the function p n can be determined in principle as the probability of recording n counts with an ideal photodetector exposed to the displaced light eld. In practice, one could use the unbalanced homodyning detection ?,?,?,? , in which the signal eld is mixed in a beam splitter with the local oscillator of coherent amplitude and the photon statistics of the superimposed eld is then counted by a photodetector of quantum e ciency . The This method of state reconstruction is sometimes called the photon number tomography.
As an example of measurements with improperly transformed projectors, we mention the optical homodyne tomography ?,? in which one measures the probability distribution Px; for the rotated eld quadrature x = x cos + p sin = UxU y :
6.11
The In the case of measurements with improperly transformed projectors, a general group-theoretic approach i s problematic, because the number of possible transformations is very large and one should consider each situation separately. On the other hand, the method of properly transformed projectors works uniformly for physical systems with di erent symmetry groups. For example, in the case of the SU2 symmetry e.g., spin, two-level atoms, etc., proposals appeared ?,? for measuring the Q function, Qn = hj; nj jj; ni = T r jj; nihj; nj; 6.13 or, more generally, for measuring the probability p n = T r , n ; 6.14 , n = gnjj; ihj; jg ,1 n 6.15 of nding the displaced system n = g ,1 n gn; n 2 S 2 6.16 in the state jj; i. These ideas for spin are conceptually very similar to the proposals in the context of optical elds or trapped ions. Therefore, it seems natural to apply the phase-space formalism developed above t o the general group-theoretic description of the state reconstruction method based on the measurement of displaced projectors.
C. General reconstruction formalism
From the practical point of view, the reconstruction procedure consists of two steps. First, the system described by the density matrix is displaced in the phase space:
6.17 The second step is the measurement of the probability t o nd the displaced system in a quantum state jui, p u = huj jui:
6.18 Repeating this procedure for a large number of phasespace points , one can in principle determine the function p u . Since p u is not only real but also non-negative this is a probability, , u is also a nonnegatively de ned operator.
ii Provided that the state jui is normalized, , u is a trace-class operator of trace one, and the following standardization condition holds, Z X d , u = I : 6.21 This implies the normalization of p u , Z X d p u = 1 :
6.22
iii The displaced projector is manifestly covariant, Tg, u T g ,1 = , u g :
Consequently, if p u corresponds to the initial density matrix , the function p u g will correspond to the transformed density matrix g = Tg ,1 Tg. is the Q function. However, except for this coincidence, the displaced projectors are not the SW kernels, as they do not satisfy the traciality condition. On the other hand, the functions p u di er from the majority of QPDs, as they are positive on the whole phase space which reects the fact that they are measurable probabilities.
Usually the state jui is chosen to belong to some complete orthonormal basis fj n ig which consists of energy eigenstates of a natural Hamiltonian of the physical system e.g., the Fock basis for a harmonic oscillator or J z eigenstates for spin. Then there exists the relation X n p n = 1;
6.29 which follows from the completeness of the basis.
Entropy
A useful quantity for analyzing statistical properties of the system in particular, the amount of noise is the entropy. A phase-space version of the entropy can be introduced in the following way, In this case we also obtain that the function r 0 of Eq. ?? is just the P function, r 0 = P = P ; 1:
6.50
Note that in the case of the Heisenberg-Weyl group one can also calculate the QPDs using the formula ??.
Examples
We see that the mathematical procedure of the reconstruction of the density matrix and its QPDs P ; s from the measured probability p u actually consists of the simple transformation ??. we nally obtain that the coe cients are independent of the index m: l = hj; ; l;0jj; i:
6.58 For = j, one nds j l = 1=2 l . Indeed, according to the de nition ?? of the SU2 coherent states, the function Q; = hj; nj jj; ni coincides with the probability p j ; to nd the displaced system in the highest spin state jj; ji. It is not di cult to see that the probability p ,j ; to nd the displaced system in the lowest spin state jj; ,ji is equal to Q + ; . As an application of the relation ??, we also obtain the following expression for the SU2 Wigner function in terms of the measured probability p n, Wn = 
D. Informational completeness and unsharp measurements
When the question of the state reconstruction arises, it is understood that the set of measurements one makes on an ensemble of identically prepared systems should give complete information about the quantum state. In particular, if one measures expectation values of some observables, it is natural to ask how many such observables are needed to characterize completely the state of the system. In this sense a set of observables, whose expectation values are su cient to reconstruct the quantum state or, equivalently, to distinguish between di erent states, can be considered as informationally complete. The informational completeness of positive operatorvalued measures covariant with respect to HeisenbergWeyl, a ne, and Galilei groups was recently discussed in Ref. ? . This subject was shown ? to be of importance not only in quantum mechanics but also in signal processing where a problem exists of extracting information from nonstationary signals and images. Another interesting feature is that both in quantum mechanics and in signal processing the phase-space formulation is of great importance for approaching this kind of problems.
It would be interesting to analyze the results of the present paper from the point of view of informational completeness. First, it is evident from the expansion = In other words, the density matrix can be uniquely reconstructed from its s-parameterized QPD P ; s = Tr ; s . From the practical point of view, the important thing is the informational completeness of the set f, u j 2 Xg of the displaced projectors for any jui 2 H. This fact was formally proved in Ref.
? . Here, we presented a simple algorithm based on the method of harmonic expansion for the reconstruction of the density matrix from the measurable probabilities p u = Tr , u . This reconstruction procedure clearly implies the informational completeness of the set f, u j 2 Xg.
One of the useful features of the method of displaced projectors is the ability to take into account in a simple way the unsharpness of a realistic measurement. Of course, it is impossible in practice to make a completely accurate displacement to a speci ed point on the phase space. For example, one should take into account the phase and intensity uctuations of a classical microwave source that displaces the quantum state of the radiation eld in a cavity, or instabilities of a classical driving eld that displaces the motional state of a trapped ion. Similarly, the so-called coarse graining problem arises in radar analysis due to frequency instabilities of the test signal or uncertainties in timing of signal initiation. As a result, the probabilities p u should be integrated over the variation range. This yields the expectation value of the localization operator de ned by ? Therefore, in the case of realistic unsharp measurements, the localization operators may b e conveniently used for analysis and reconstruction of quantum states or electronic signals and images.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In the present paper we propose a simple algorithm for constructing the SW kernels which implement the linear bijective mapping between Hilbert-space operators and phase-space functions for physical systems possessing Lie-group symmetries. The constructed kernels are manifestly covariant under the action of the corresponding dynamical symmetry group and satisfy the traciality condition which ensures that quantum expectations can be represented by statistical-like a verages over the phase space. Adding the noncommutative t wisted product that equips phase-space functions with the algebraic structure of quantum operators, an autonomous phase-space formulation of quantum mechanics is developed.
It turns out that the concept of phase space naturally emerges in the majority o f s c hemes proposed for the reconstruction of quantum states as well as in the standard methods of signal analysis. In particular, we focus on the method based on measurements of displaced projectors and develop its general group-theoretic description. We do so by applying the same technique of harmonic expansions on the phase space that was used for the construction of the SW kernels. The problem of the state reconstruction is also approached using the concept of informational completeness, and the role of localization operators in describing realistic measurements is discussed.
